
FAQ newGeschrieben von Nobody - 18.04.2020 10:42_____________________________________This FAQ has been made out of several articles and will be enhanced as time goes by. It is supposed to be a compendium of the most often asked questions, and their answers, causing trouble for beginners. Beginner-questions and their answers can be discussed here.Please discuss any kind of problems in here, too.Common questions:Questions about the Installation of GTR2:Q: I have installed GTR2 and the patch 1.1.0.0. I have the Autoupdater installed and all the files, but it always says "incompatible game versions"A: Have you installed the right patch 1.1.0.0.? There are two of them available, one for the European version and one for the US version.A: If you have installed the right one and it doesnÂ´t work I would suggest to delete your GTR2 (not the Autoupdater archive). Then install your GTR2 again, install the correct patch 1.1.0.0. and the correct NoCD patch v1.1. After that, start the game and create a profile. (it HAS to be done before running the Autoupdater) Then have your Autoupdater install the files again.IT HAS TO WORKQ: I have installed the game and the Autoupdater files. When joining the servers it always says: "Game not available. Host maybe using a modified version".A: This message leads to the conclusion that the Autoupdater still hasnÂ´t finished its work. Important: While the updater is downloading and installing some files do not start the game. Starting the game can cause installation problems. Make sure the Autoupdater is installing into the right directory.Q: How to get into the game faster, without having to click away the intros?A: By renaming or deleting the intro-files. The files are in GTR2\MovieFiles and are called:Intro.bikGameIntro.bikSimbim.bikQ: I have built in/installed a new graphics card/graphics driver (or some other hardware) Now GTR2 doesnÂ´t start anymore.A: Because the configurations of your computer have changed you need to open the GTR2Config.exe and adjust the Graphic settings again. Then GTR2 should start again.Q: I want to unlock all the tracks in game.A: create a new file called "SDNDTG.DYN" into your GTR2 main folder. Make sure it is written in CAPITAL LETTERS. After that all the tracks will be unlocked. It will not cause any cheat suspicion.Q: Do I need a steering wheel or is having a gamepad enough?A: It depends on your personal requirements. You can keep the car on track with a gamepad and some training. But the feedback of Logitech G25 (one of the best steering wheels) users is: "never anything different again". No gamepad can offer such an accurate feedback like a steering-wheel does.A: If you came here in order to drive as realistically as possible, to feel the pedal under your feet, catch the wheel and the gearshift and notice every single bump on the track youâ€™ll prefer a wheel.Q: Which car and track is the best to start with?A: A slower car that is also easy to handle.Start with:Lotus Elise (200 hp)BMW E90BMW M3 (M3-Challenge)Alfa Romeo 75 Turbo (front drive)some little faster ones:BMW M3 GTRGillet Vertigo StreiffLotus Exige Cup (325PS)Here it gets challenging:Aston Martin DBR9Lamborghini MurcielagoLotus Exige Cup 24H (500 PS)Ford GTChevrolet Corvette C6-RIt also depends on your own taste. Be careful with any kind of Porsche. They can be real beasts, demanding a lot of driving skills and knowing how to set it up.The best tracks to start with, besides ones you are already familiar with, are tracks with enough room to spin out like the modern F1-Gp-tracks. Avoid driving on street circuits because even small mistakes can cause you to end up in the wall.A: Visit our driving-school "Drivers little helper", Monday 8.00 pm European time (2pm EST) on server 5. Everybody is welcome. You need:- GTR2,- Updater,- TeamSpeak,- XD-ToolMore information also on the main pageQ: What do the single classes mean and how can I find the right car for myself?A:HPC - High Performance Class. - Cars with too much power B)GT1 - Cars with very much powerGT2 - Cars with much powerGT3 - Cars with enough powerNG1 - Cars with pretty much powerNG2 - Slower carsNG3 - Cars with less powerIÂ´d recommend you to take the NG classes until you can control themQ: I would like to drive in simulation mode to be able to race online with you later. Is that fine or would I be better off in beginners mode because itÂ´s easier to learn?A: First of all, you should know, the only way to join the servers is running in the simulation mode. Otherwise you wonÂ´t see the servers in the lobby.A: If you start in the easy mode you cannot learn the track properly because the support systems(antilock brakes, traction control) will do the main work. If you change into simulation mode later then you need to relearn most of the moves.A: The best way to learn a track is from slow to fast and not the other way around. (Not like Hamilton). Always drive complete laps, 3 to 5 in a row. Stay concentrated all the time and watch what your car does. It also is useful to start with a slower car in order to get a better feeling for the car and the track.Q: I am running in beginners mode. IÂ´d like to change into simulations mode but I donÂ´t know how.A: Go to profile, choose your profile. Then go to realism. At the very top of the page, next to Difficulty, you can see two arrows. Click the right one until simulation mode appears.Q: I do not see my front tires when driving open wheelers (F3000, F1Â´88, F1Â´97 and Champcar mod)A: Start the Autoupdater, go on tweaks, choose your profile-name and click in 'PLR settings/Graphic Options/wheels visible in cockpit'A: If you do not use the Autoupdater open \GTR2\UserData\ProfilName\profilname.plr with the editor(notepad or wordpad).Change:Wheels Visible In Cockpit="0"Replace "0" with "1":Wheels Visible In Cockpit="1"Q: In GTL I can always see my own fastest time in the Cockpit (HUD). In GTR2 I only can see the very best time (fastest driver). My own time only is shown when passing start/finish. Can I adjust it to like it is in GTL?A: In the game from the Main Menu click Options, Advanced, Split Time (upper right side of screen).Q: I have just downloaded all files with the Autoupdater. Now my GTR2 doesnÂ´t start anymore.A: Your game-folder has increased to about 15 GB because of the over 383 tracks and 2934 Cars, starting the game will take much more time now. It can take up to 3 to 4 minutes if you have just started the computer. Any further start wonÂ´t take that long.Q: How to turn on the mirrors? Are there any mirrors available when driving on the hood?A: Go to options/game. There you will find it. You can change between real and virtual. If you choose real the inside and outside mirrors will be used as much as it is programmed to the car. Taking the virtual one will pop up a window on top of your screen with the back view.The virtual mirror also can be used in non-cockpit perspectives.A: You can also change some notifications: (Numbers next to ^)1: Mirrors on / off2: Change virtual HUD3: Motec on / off (Motec behind the Steering wheel in cockpit)With the TAB-key you can turn on / off the driver names above the cars.Q: How do I see how many FPS (frames per second) the game is running in?A: Ctrl + F will show the current FPS on the top right.Q: What is the XD-tool?A:The XD-tool is a program that shows real time information about the car for the virtual display.It shows engine temperatures, tire pressure, fuel consumption, tire wear, engine health, etc. while driving. It also allows you to adjust tire pressure and fuel for the next pit stop during race.It can be found here!Q: Where do I have to put the XD-tool file?A: Download the xd-tool file and copy the d3d9.dll into your GTR2 folder. Then update your directX.Click this link .This is IMPORTANT. Without updating, your game may not start anymore.original websiteA: In Order to turn on or go next in the XD-tool push the ^-button (below the ESC button). That may be a problem because during racing and fighting it sometimes will happen that you hit the ESC button by mistake. Then you will find yourself back in the pits. To avoid this problem, change â€œ^â€• to another key.============================================================================Aw: xD Tool etc.Geschrieben von janm.l - 21.08.2020 21:17_____________________________________will there be a possibility or location where to download the xD -Tool, the Map Plugin or the Motec Software again?============================================================================Re:Aw: FAQ newGeschrieben von ****JB**** - 22.08.2020 01:46_____________________________________maybe you could ask your question in the German part, a little more logical no?http://www.koelschbierbude.de/component/option,com_fireboard/Itemid,99/func,view/id,7612/catid,59/lang============================================================================
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